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The Inspector-In-Charge,
Gangaj alghati Police Station
Dist.-Bankura.

Sub: Prayer for lodging FIR.

Sir,

I do here by inform you that, today i.e. on L6.1O.2O23 at 03:35 hrs in courseof industrial Night mobile duty being accompanied by force 1. C / LT L3 Jiten
Malgope 2. NVF/0514 Kanchan Baran Dey C. HG-23 Lakhi Kanta Gorai vide
G.Ghati PS GDE No 725 dated 15.10.2023, MTPP Op CC No 65123 dated
15.10.2023 received one information regarding an accident occurred in between
Beldanga, arrd Kusthal more between two trucks. I inform the matter to IC
Gangqialghati PS and as per his instruction immediately I rush to the spot to workout the information. On reaching to the spot I came to know that the accident
occurred between two trucks when one truck bearing registration no JH/ OgK-4474which came from Kusthol side and the other trrr"[ bearing registration no
W815810930 came from Banashuria side and both the vehicles collided with each
other. As a result the driver of vehicle no- JH/OTK-4474 recerved major injuries
and he was shifted to Amarkanan Rural Hospital by the local villager-s 
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there he was referred to BSMCH, Bankura for his better treatment. Driver of
another vehicle bearing No- WB/ 15E-0930 fled away from the spot. I seized both
the vehicles bearing registration No- JH/OgK-4474 andWBltSB-bgSg with proper
seizure list duly signed by the seizure witnesses and brought the both vehicles to
lhe PS. As per loca1 witnesses it could be learnt that the driver of truck No.
WB/ 158-0930 was driving rash and negligently .and dashed the other Truck
bearing registration No. JHf OgK-4474, causing damaged a,d injury.

Under the above fact and circumstances, you are requested to start a
specific case under proper section of law.

Enclosure:

(1) Original Seizure List
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Yours faithfully
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(ASI Barid Baran o"tt{i'/Q">3 -

Gangqialghati PS, Dist. Bankura.
Dated: 16.1A.2O25
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hspector in Charge
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